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Ames Forestry Club
Student/Faculty Relations: 
Christmas Caroling

Many people seemed to have acquired a great deal of experience in this skill by the end of the evening.

Question: What is the most efficient way to severely batter and bruise sixty foresters' bodies and yet have fun at the same time? Answer: send them to a snowy hill near Boone, Iowa armed with unfamiliar wooden and metal equipment, basically no previous experience or instructions and tell them to . . . SKI. Those native to Colorado would have called the Ski Valley ski party suicide run or simply a mad house. We who went want to thank chairman Mike White for the tasty chili, the comfortable warming house and a tow rope and hill that were pure fun.

Raffle winners were: David Menz, sleeping bag; Larry Apple, electric lantern; Diann Spoerl, hatchet; and Jeff Dawson, wineskin.